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NGO “Institute Republica” is the all-Ukrainian public association which aims
to engage citizens of Ukraine to democratic changes in our country.
Institute Respublica (IR) was created in 1997 as a socio-analytical center. A human rights activist and
an advocate for freedom of peaceful assemblies Volodymyr Chemerys founded the organization.
In the early 2000s, the Institute served the basis for the movement “Ukraine without Kuchma”, which
aimed at resignation of the former President Leonid Kuchma. Later, in 2004, the Institute became one
of the founding organizations of Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union.
The turning point for the Institute was Euromaidan.
During the Euromaidan, Institute “Republica” monitored the situation in regions and provided legal
support to the activists. The Institute was one of the founders of the Public council of Maidan.
After the Revolution of Dignity, the Institute focused its activities on grassroot organizing, citizen
engagement and the reform promotion in Ukraine. In 2016, the Institute became a member and a
national coordinator in the European Community Organizing Network (ECON).

Areas of work:
The rule of law in Ukraine
Support for the implementation of reforms
Effective dialogue between the authorities and
community
Good governance
Citizen engagement and grassroot initiatives
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We focus on grassroots organizing.
We mostly work with people previously
not involved in civic activism.

All-Ukrainian initiative
“Active Community”
Projects: Successful communities (1.01.16 - 30.06.16); Active Community (01.07.2016
- 31.12.16); Active Community: Decentralization (1.07.2016-31.12.2016).
Donors: National Democratic Institute, Black Sea Trust (Decentralization); National
Endowment for Democracy (Citizen engagement).
Partners: CSI - Civil Society Institute; UCIPR - Ukrainian Centre of Independent
Political Research.
Goal: to strengthen multi-level dialogue between communities and local authorities
in order to accelerate the decentralization process in Ukraine; citizen engagement into
decision-making process.
Where we work: Bohuslav and village Tarasivka (Kyiv oblast); Vinnytsia, Zhmerynka
(Vinnytsia oblast); Horishni Plavni, Zinkiv (Poltava oblast), Dobropillia (Donetsk oblast),
Kropyvnytskyi and Oboznivka village (Kirovohrad oblast); Skadovsk, Kherson (Kherson
oblast); Yuzhne (Odesa oblast); Lutsk; Zaporizhzhia; Ternopil; Uzhhorod; Cherkasy;
Chernihiv.
By the end of 2016 were added to a network the following cities: Drohobych (Lviv
region), Kamianets-Podilskyi (Khmelnytsky region). Derhachi (Kharkiv region). Rubizhne
(Luhansk region.), Rivne (Rivne region). Zhitomir (Zhitomir region)., Sumy (Sumy
region.).
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Сitizens awareness
During 2016, coordinators in 18 towns and villages
across the country conducted an awareness campaign
among citizens on the implementation of decentralization reform in Ukraine. We held educational activities,
debunked regional stereotypes and broke barriers to
implementing reforms, involved citizens into decisionmaking processes at the local level.
The Institute conducted awareness campaign during
public meetings on the streets and during various
activities organized by our regional coordinators and
jointly with other organizations. For instance, our
Dobropillia coordinator shared the following on the
awareness campaign and decentralization: “In our
region, people started to understand how they can
act and what they can do. They started to understand
what this reform is about”.
Also, the Institute ‘Respubliсa’ organized locals forums
on the implementation of decentralization reform,

Through the activities of Active Community initiative the following
democracy participation tools were introduced

“In our region, people started
to understand how they can
act and what they can do. They
started to understand what this
reform is about”
as well as outdoor actions, presentations, surveys,
schools of active citizens etc.
For example, the forum “What reform is needed for
our village?” was organized in Oboznivka Kirovohrad
oblast.The event focused on informing the local citizens
on decentralization reform and the implementation in
their village. People expressed the hope that their life
will get better, and together with local government
they will be able to develop their village. Participants
of the event agreed to the action plan of the activists, the village head and the deputy of raion council
elected in this electoral district and expressed their
trust. As a result, the village council decided to create
an amalgamated community and started sending
invitations to the neighboring villages.
In the West of Ukraine in the city of Uzhhorod the
Institute conducted the forum “Decentralization:
challenges and opportunities for Uzhhorod”. As a
result, participants decided that they need to make
a plan of city development including 20 km suburb
zone around the city prior to creating an amalgamated
community. The Agency of urban development. It will
be responsible for implementing the project in the city.
Institute Respublica provided the most detailed and
thorough information, skills of public participation in
decision-making, citizens engagement and self-organization to local activists from all over Ukraine during
Schools of Active citizens which took place in Ternopil,
Velykyi Bychkiv (Zakarpatska oblast), Yuzhne (Odesa
oblast), Kramatorsk (Donetsk oblast) and Kyiv. Each
school included 4-5 workshops on advocacy, projectmanagement, awareness campaigns, government
relations, engaging and involving citizens to decisionmaking process. In Kyiv, the School was held in the
form of BarCamp and comprised of 30 sessions. In
total, 225 activists were trained during these events.

Participatory budget
Uzhhorod, Ternopil, Yuzhne
In Uzhhorod, local authorities allocated 3,5 mln UAH
for projects initiated by citizens as a result of the
adoption of Regulations of Participatory Budget which
was sought by activists for a long time.
The Implementation of participatory budget included
in the Point 12 in the Roadmap for government
developed by Ternopil community which was backed
by deputies.
After activists started to conduct awareness campaign
on the importance of participatory budget adoption,
Yuzhne City Council Executive Committee took “Regulations on Participatory Budget” into consideration. In
the beginning of 2017, activists wait for a decision on
the implementation of the instrument that will allow
residents to suggest projects for the development of
their city.

Public hearings
Vinnytsia, Oboznivka

In Vinnytsia, representatives of Active Community
analyzed existing regulations on public hearings and
concluded that the existing procedure restricts the
right for residents to participate in the process of
solving local issues. So, they developed a new provision which was adopted during the session of Vinnytsia
city council in November.
The regulations on public hearings, adopted in spring
2016, were also approved in Oboznivka, Kirovohrad
oblast. Before the adoption of this document there were
no official participatory tools adopted in the village.

Public initiatives
Chernihiv, Skadovsk, Zhmerynka, Vinnytsia
In Skadovsk, the initiative of activists resulted in the
approved Regulation on the competitive selection
and procedure of implementation of public initiatives
at the expense of the city budget with conditions of
co-financing.
Since 2017, every resident of Zhmerynka will also
be able to use a new participatory tool after the city
council supported the initiative on the financial assistance for the community initiatives. Regulation on the
Budget for public initiatives was adopted.

Chernihiv local councilors supported the request of
activists and voted for Program support for non-government organizations projects that will be selected on
competitive basis.

Statute of Amalgamated Community
Zinkiv
Thanks to the efforts of residents and representatives
of Active Community Zinkiv, the local council adopted
the Statute which defines the procedure of formation and functioning of the local community. As the
secretary of local council Volodymyr Chikano said:
“Statute is a kind of constitution of the community”.
Activists managed to make provisions in the Statute
to ensure participation of residents in community
governing by such instruments as the local referendum,
local elections, general convocation, local initiative etc.

Electronic petitions
Uzhhorod, Dobropilia, village Oboznivka
After settling the public hearings Oboznivka council
adopted the “Regulation on electronic petitions.”
Now, 18 electronic signatures are enough for the
public statement to be considered at a session of the
village council.
Similar provisions were adopted in Dobropillia, Uzhhorod
with the active participation of Active Community
coordinators together with proactive citizens.

Amendments to the Statute of City
Councils
Ternopil, Uzhhorod
Ternopil activists advocated for changes in Statute
regulations concerning the promulgation of Ternopil
council deputies’ income declarations. Followed by
the advocacy campaign, everyone can find them on
official website.
In April, representatives of Uzhgorod Active community advocated for changes in the new draft of the
Statute of Uzhhorod City Council, which was supposed
the substantial curtailment of citizens’ right to stay
indoors of the Council. That became possible after
activists organized a meeting of community where
the demands of the community to authorities were
delivered.
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Energy efficiency
Uzhhorod, Dobropillia
On May 31, in Uzhgorod the City
Program of energy efficiency
2016-2017 was adopted. It was
initiated by Active Community
activists within the Roadmap for
the government campaign. Activists conducted extensive awareness
campaign on necessity of energy
management. Followed after a
consultation with First Deputy
Mayor this topic appeared in the
city agenda.

Creation of community
centre
Zhmerynka
Together, residents and Zhmerinka
and Active Communities activists created a space where active
people can meet, carry out activities, training and work on ideas of
city development. To furnish such
a Centre, resources were needed.
Thus, the community decided to
crowdfund the resources: someone
provided furniture, others helped

adopted it. The Program provides
the creation of infrastructure for
bicycles within five years. 22 mln
UAH are allocated for these needs.
Eco-urbanism
Dobropillia
The biggest in 20 years planting of
greenery happened in Dobropillia
thanks to the Active Community
activists. 1900 rose bushes, 3000
flowers and 137 conifers are planted
in the park and central streets of
the city.

The Program goal is the optimization of energy use and reduction
of the energy intensity of buildings.The next step for now is the
implementation of the Program
and the appointment of a qualified
energy manager.
A similar Program was adopted in
Dobropillia as well. On the demand
of community within Roadmap
for the government campaign the
city started to implement energy
management that will save up to
60% of expenses.

Addressing Urgent
Community Issues

“Active Community” works to unite the community around resolving the local problems.
Stop of illegal construction
Tarasivka and Kherson oblast
Residents of Tarasivka village consolidated against
the illegal building of 5.9 hectares apartment and
park complex and organized more than three public
hearings to discuss on this scandalous issue. The
residents do not allow to start illegal actions and
require approval from the General plan of the village.
While the villagers of Antonivka, Kherson oblast,
with the support of Active Community campaigned
against illegal construction on a bank of the river
Dnipro popularly known as “The estate of former
Governor Kostyak”.
Activists held pickets in front of Police and Prosecutor
offices. The community sued two lawsuits: 1. To
recognize the allocation of land near the river by
village council as illegal. 2. To declare the building

as illegal and to order to demolish it. The lawsuit on
allocation was denied by court, but activists do not
give up and appealed it.
Eco-city
Zinkiv
Residents of Zinkiv determined collecting, sorting
and recycling of garbage as top challenges for their
local authorities. Due to the efforts of the community,
Executive Committee of the City Council adopted the
demand for distributors of batteries and LED light bulbs
to open recycling points and for public authorities to
open the waste paper collection points.
Also, at the request of representatives Active Community
Zinkiv and proactive citizens the Executive Committee
of the City Council decided to prohibit walking the
dogs in Fort park which is considered to be kids zone.

The City Council signed an agreement
with the environmental corporation
NEFCO, which will provide modernization of schools, kindergartens
and other educational institutions
to the amount of 590 000 Euro.
Transport issue
Oboznivka
Residents of Oboznivka village were
against truck transit through the
streets of the village. So, activists together with local citizens
collected signatures, and then came
to an executive committee, which
considered the prohibition on truck
transit on some of village streets.
As a result, a decision on organizing
a bypass road was approved. Thus,
residents secured their interests
and achieved the desired solution
by the local authorities.

with the repairment and make
regular charitable contributions
allowing to pay for the rent.
Development of Cycle infrastructure
Cherkasy
Representatives of “Active Community” worked on the City Program
of cycle infrastructure development
and finally in the spring of 2016
Cherkasy City Council unanimously

Good governance standards
Skadovsk
Skadovsk community formed the
demand to the City Council - to
ensure adherence to standards
of transparency and openness.
As a result, everyone can watch
Skadovsk city council sessions
online. The service Open city as
well as system of electronic roll-call
vote are launched.
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Local fundraising
campaigns
Playground “Neposeda”
Dobropillia
Activists united IDPs and local residents with the mutual goal:
to create the comfort environment for kids development. They
initiated the creation of new playground “Neposeda-Egoza” in the
neighborhood of Frunze street. Together, activists and volunteers
submitted a project for a call of proposals “City with our own
hands”. Apart of it, activists appealed to the mayor to demand
allocating an additional funding for the installation of the new
playground. More than 10 meeting of residents and local business
was held. That was locals raised 180 000 UAH for the playground
installation. The playground was installed by volunteers, activists
and specialists.
Subsequently, there are plans to design flower beds, to plant
trees and clean the area next to the playground. Electricity grid
and security is already provided.

Campaign “1930”
Uzhhorod

Results of Hour of Democracy action
Kropyvnytskyi, Yuzhne, Lutsk
To celebrate the Independence Day, activists of Active Community offered to
citizens to submit collective appeals to local authorities to solve the urgent
problems of their cities.
During the action in Kropyvnytskyi, residents
outlined the number of problems in the city. After
the action city authorities decided the allocation
of more than 45 000 UAH for equipping hospitals
with cancer diagnostic facilities. 34 ramps and call
buttons were installed in the municipal institutions.
In addition, by the joint efforts of authorities and
residents the river and coastal area were cleaned.
The collective appeal to the mayor of Lutsk
demanding to arrange the pedestrian crosswalk to
the playground on Sobornosti street was submitted.

Now crosswalk is ready and city residents can comfortably cross the street.
After the rally in Yuzhne the city council organized the
parking lots on Prymorska street; approved documentation for the construction of sewage system and
the construction of the reservoirs for cleared water.
Housing and communal services department sent the
letter to Agency for Investment and Development of
Odesa oblast administration to confirm the readiness
to cooperate in the field of the waste recycling.

The campaign began in 2016 and continues to this day. It’s goal
is to preserve the network of unique city fire hydrants from 1930.
Historically, in order to ensure Uzhgorod water supply, several
new wells were drilled and hydrants installed. Once there were
almost five hundred hydrants in the city. Today there are about
80, and every year less and less remains. So, activists submitted
the project to the Public budget contest and won. Full restoration
of historical hydrants will be provided.
In addition, in August, city officials allocated 700 000 UAH from
the city budget for these needs.

“First step” project
Horishni Plavni
During 2016 in Horishni Plavni the project on development of
bicycle infrastructure was implemented. New bicycle parkings were
installed; the information on traffic rules for cyclists was spread.
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We adhere to the opinion that community development
is possible only if trust and close cooperation between
government and citizens. This requires creating platform for
dialogue.
participants from different regions from all over
Ukraine. The forum participants were MPs, experts,
representatives of ministries, NGOs, local municipalities. Participants discussed an existing legislation and
needed amendments, success stories, problems. In
the end of Forum Institute Respublica presented the
petition to representatives of government, political
parties regarding the implementation of decentralization reform in Ukraine, in support of which about
900 signatures were collected from all over Ukraine.
The School for activists and representatives of local
authorities together

Cooperation with authorities
and political parties
In the period from January to December, activists held
meetings with local authorities and political parties’
representatives regarding the implementation of
decentralization reforms and solving local problems.
Therefore, this cooperation contributed not only to
support community initiatives but establish the dialogue
in the community through the participation of officials
in activists organized events.
Important events to establish multi-level dialogue were
The National Forum and School of local governance.

National Forum “Decentralization reform in Ukraine:
current Status and Prospects “, held in The Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine 28 October, brought together 110
participants from different regions from all over
Ukraine. The forum participants comprised of MPs,
experts, representatives of ministries, NGOs, local
municipalities.
National Forum Decentralization Reform in Ukraine:
current Status and Prospects, held in The Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine 28 October, brought together 110

75 participants from all over Ukraine took place 29-30
October in Kyiv. During the workshops, the activists
received practical knowledge and skills of self-presentation and public speeches, SMM, strategic planning.
At the same time, a similar school was held for representatives of local authorities. Participants discussed
the following topics: rights and responsibilities of local
authorities and local government, the participation of
citizens in decision-making as one of the key aspects of
decentralization reform; strategic planning as the basis
for community prosperity and how to write projects.
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Creation of
the Newly
Amalgamated
Communities
The creation of amalgamated community in the cities of
Active Community was not the objective of our project.
However, this process happened due to the systematic
consultations of the authorities and citizens about the
decentralization reform.
As a result, the amalgamated communities were established
in Zinkiv, Zhmerynka, Medvyn, Perechyn, Katerynivka,
Skadovsk. Communities of Tarasivka, Boyarka, Zhorniv
(all from Kyiv oblast) and Yuzhne (Odesa oblast) where
coordinators of Active Community worked actively, still
await for the decision.

Conclusions and
future plans
The decentralization reform and citizens engagement are
the priorities of Institute Respublica activities. These topics
are relevant to the mission and goals of our organization
and our target audiences are concerned about them.
The communities (both residents and authorities) still
contact our organization for consultations on decentralization reform. We keep consulting and participate
in events organized by other organizations as experts
on reforms, TV and radio broadcasts about reforms and
monitor the reform implementation.
So, in 2017 we plan to continue our work in the field of
decentralization reform, expand the geography of our
activities and include the sectoral decentralization to the
priorities of our organization.
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How long will preliminary stage
last, when we will we become the
amalgamated community?
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International project “Strong
communities - strong democracy”
Donor: Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation (BST).
Partner: NGO Resource Center for public participation (Romania)
Strong communities - strong democracy campaign is
a joint project of Institute Respublica within Active
Community initiative and NGO Resource Center for
public participation from Bucharest.
The project aims to engage citizens in decision-making
at the local level and promote the exchange of best
practices between Ukraine and Romania. Project in
both countries is implemented for 6 groups of active
citizens (3 groups in Ukraine, in Uzhhorod, Cherkasy,
Bohuslav and 3 groups in Bucharest, Romania).
Among participants, one could find representatives of
the Institute Respublica, two coordinators of Active
Community from Horishni Plavni and Ternopil, two
deputy mayors from Horishni Plavni and Ternopil,
and 2 journalists.
During the visit, participants from Ukraine learnt useful
experience regarding specifics of work of the state
authorities of Romania on the local and national level
(Ministry of public relations, Ministry of Finance, district
administration of Bucharest, authorities of Brasov),
civic organizations and informal groups of citizens.

Also in November 2016 delegation from Romania came
to Ukraine to share their experience with the coordinators of All-Ukrainian initiative Active Community.
After the workshop, three communities were chosen
to keep the contact and experience exchange with
Romanian colleagues in the topic of civic engagement
in addressing important issues of the cities.

In 2017 we plan:
Within the project, in 3 different districts of Bucharest
and in 3 communities in Ukraine in Cherkasy, Bohuslav,
Uzhhorod coordinators of two organizations will create
a basis for development of initiative groups of the city
to address the important issues of the community bicycle infrastructure, parks, beautification, urbanistic
development.
The second visit to Romania is also planned with the
aim to exchange the experience of the best practises
of the two countries. In August 2017, the summary
conference on the importance of active involvement
of citizens in democratic transformation of the country
will take place.
Both organizations Institute Respublica and Resource
Center for public participation are members of European
community organizing network ECON.

Engagement through art
Donor: Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Ukraine.
Partner: PostPlay theatre.
Socio-political theatre is a theatre of rapid reaction
that tells about the sharp turns in politics and society.
The goal is to achieve the mutual understanding in
the society in a post-conflict phase.
Institute started to use this method in 2014 involving
the IDPs, local residents and authorities of the project
cities. During 2014-2015 two performances were
conducted Tree of life (Kyiv), Grey zone (Zaporizhzhia).
In 2016, we organized 3 documental performances
There is no democracy here in Uzhhorod, Horishni
Plavni and Mariupol. The name of performance are
the words that one of the characters heard from
the public servant.
In every part of the performance actors showed the
real stories from the life of IDPs. The spectators take
part directly in the performance as well. They drew

the image of democracy. The engagement through
art defined the problems and your enemy, which is
not only war but own indifference, the position of
neutrality and fear.
Playwrights Yana and Den Hymenny set a goal for
themselves to tell the people frank stories and make
them open their thoughts. And it worked, people started
the frank discussions that made everybody to think
about how he lives and what’s needed to be changed.

Conclusions and future plans
In 2017, the Institute together with PostPlay theatre
plans to continue the staging with the aim of engaging
the IDPs, authorities and citizens.
The aim is to highlight relevant issues, and put them
on the agenda. Such a form helps to involve different
representative of the community during and after
the performance. It assists the improvement of the
dialogue between different social groups and encourages them to action.
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National campaign “Roadmap
for the government”
The project is co-implemented by “Active Community” initiative on voluntary basis. The campaign was
launched in September 2015 and is still in progress.
The goal is to promote cooperation between the
authorities and the community for the development
of towns and villages in Ukraine.

Responding to the challenges of social services:
comprehensive assistance to the ATO veterans and
IDPs, the development of new systems of education
and culture etc.

During the campaign coordinators united local
residents to form their roadmap for local authorities.
They advocate the implementation of the roadmap
by politicians. Now the campaign coordinators are
directly involved in the implementation of roadmaps
in their cities, and monitor their performance.

During the first year of program implementation in
10 communities the authorities have fully fulfilled
26% points of the roadmap; 29% are in progress,
45% - postponed. A worst result is Zinkiv (15 of 17
points - failed). The highest performance is in Vinnitsa
and Ternopil, followed by Uzhgorod Dobropillia and
Skadovsk. Activists await the complete implementation
of the roadmaps by the end of term of local councils
elected in 2015.

Typical requirements in the roadmaps:

Conclusions and future plans

Changing of the approaches of the management of local government: the introduction of
budget participation, the adoption of the elements of
electronic democracy, adherence to standards of good
governance, the adoption of the necessary legislation
at the local level (statutes, rules, regulations, etc.).

In general, the campaign was very successful. During
the year, the campaign was repeatedly mentioned
by coordinators in their reports as one of effective
instruments to influence the authorities. The success
of «Roadmap for the government» shows once
residents unite and start the healthy dialogue with the
authorities it assists in faster solving of the problems
in the city. The Institute plans to continue to monitor
the implementation of roadmap set by residents and
involve activists in developing decisions jointly with
the authorities.

Addressing infrastructure and utilities issues:
providing environmentally friendly and energy efficient
environments (the development of green energy
programs, sorting and processing of raw materials,
the development of bicycle infrastructure etc.)

The monitoring of
lustration legislation
Project: Monitoring of implementation of lustration
legislation in Ukraine

Peaceful protest, and other organizations involved
in the lustration processes.

Goal: Strengthening the public confidence in the
process of testing and lustration

The Institute also monitored the candidates for the
posts of heads of local councils during elections and
identified 47 candidates as those who were lustrated.
The trainings were conducted by Artem Amelchenko,
project manager. Volodymyr Chemerys, human rights
activist and the head of the Institute; Kateryna Smirnova,
attorney, ex-member of Temporary Commision on
judges audit of general jurisdiction and others.

Duration: 1.07.2015-31.05.2016
Institute developed the methodology of monitoring the
implementation of the lustration legislation including
the Ministry of Justice, Government, President Administration, Temporary Special Commision on judges
audit, High Council of Justice, the Higher Qualification
Commission of Judges of Ukraine, Ukraine’s national

security agencies, local authorities and courts of all
instances.
Based on this methodology during the year the
monitoring was conducted and then the monitoring
report was prepared and printed. In order to gather
information for monitoring Institute sent 892 informational reports to the above mentioned authorities
to gather information about the implementation of
lustration processes. Institute also conducted 5 round
tables to present the results of monitoring among
NGOs, national and local authorities, journalists etc.
15 forums and 6 inter-regional trainings to clarify the
approaches to monitoring in lustration for community activists, coordinators of the Initiative For the

All activities of the Institute Respublica were covered
in media. The publications were containing the infor-

mation on monitoring data of Ukraine in general and
in regions. Several property investigations of officials
who have been found non declared and actual assets
were published.

Conclusions
To improve the implementation results of the lustration
processes it’s desirable to have experts on the ground
to directly contribute the implementation processes,
monitor and conduct investigation against officials.
In addition, it is important to continue to spread
information among citizens regarding the standards
of good governance.
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Standards
of good
governance
Donor: National Democratic Institute (NDI);
Partner: Center “EIDOS”
The goal of the campaign: to raise the level of
ethics and morality of local authorities, strengthen
the mechanism to prevent corruption, establish the
dialogue between active citizens elected persons.
The campaign was launched in four regions of Ukraine:
Dnipropetrovsk oblast (Dnipro, Pavlograd, Krivoy Rog),
Vinnytsia oblast (Vinnytsia, Yampil, Zhmerynka), Zakarpattia oblast (Uzhhorod, Perechyn, Chop), Chernihiv
oblast (Chernihiv, Mena, Novgorod-Seversky).
The “Active Community” activists drew attention to
the fact that elected officials by often behave not
in a proper way during council sessions and public
meetings. Most deputies and/or their assistants roughly
pressured morally, and sometimes and physically
activists. Such practices foster the distrust and the
reluctance of citizens to cooperate with the authorities.
That is why the Institute “Respublica”, which promotes
the principles of democracy, together with the Center
“Eidos” launched the campaign on the adoption of
the Ethics Codexes for local councils and the establishment of Ethics Commision.
In July 2016 the coordinators in each city launched
awareness campaign targeted on 16 local councils,
12 municipal and 4 regional councils.Coordinators
communicated with the authorities and citizens to
mutually develop the Ethics Codex for elected officials
and the Regulation on the establishment of the Ethics
Commission with 30% of participants representing
CSOs and residents.
The Ethic Codex was already adopted in Mena city
council. The adoption of the Codex and needed provisions is likely in the councils where there is a political
will, among them: Vinnytsia city and oblast councils,
Uzhhorod city and Zakarpattia oblast councils. We also
expect the adoption of these provisions in Perechyn

and Novhorod-Siverskiy amalgamated communities.
Kryvyi Rih, Pavlohrad, Zhmerynka. Khmilnyk city
councils and Chernihiv city and oblast councils are
undecided to adopt these proposed provisions but
we continue the dialogue and hope for the positive
decision.
The idea of ethiсal codexes promotion in the community was not easy, because people do not always
believe that the authorities will comply with the new
standards in their work. In their turn, the authorities in most cities were ready to contribute to the
development of the codex, but very reluctantly went
to its implementation.
For example, in Dnipro and Pavlograd representatives
of the authorities responded most negatively regarding
the ideas of Ethics Codexes. In Novgorod-Siverskyi
authorities rejected to consider this proposal because
of the elections in their amalgamated community.
At the same time Chernihiv City Council took the
document to be processed and ordered it to be
considered by its law department. In Zakarpattya

oblast the representatives of all councils supported
the idea of Ethics Codexes, but at the last moment
Chop city council changed its position and without
explanation rejected the idea of adoption it. In Vinnitsa
and Zhmerynka idea got positive reviews.
At the end of the campaign the situation began to
change, and MPs expressed their support for adopting
of the initiative. In particular, the deputy of Uzhhorod
city council Mykola Syusko in his post on Facebook
notes:”They gave a positive opinion (regulatory
committee on Ethics Codex - Ed.). I hope that on
the next meeting we will consider the draft decision”.

Conclusions and further activities
Within the promotion of good governance standards
Institute continues to conduct awareness campaign
among citizens and authorities by promoting the
ethics culture. After all, citizens must better understand the standards of good governance and demand
their elected representatives the compliance of it.
Authorities should act on the new models of work.
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We in media
In 2016, Institute “Respubliсa” started the new
strategy on online promotion and collaboration
with media. We expanded our team and got the
new members: the press secretary and journalist.

a public facebook group “Active Community”, which
has 452 members. Also during the year coordinators
established 16 regional groups and public pages of
“Active Community”

Website. To engage citizens the website of organization was created (inrespublica.org.ua), which is
systematically filled with information on projects
and news from the regions, analytical materials,
information about events

Cooperation with the media. In 2016, the Institute
strengthened the cooperation with media to conduct a
broader information campaign. At least 288,000 citizens
were informed about the activities of the Institute.

Social networks. In 2016, we began informing and
involving citizens through social networks. Thus, at
the beginning of the year pages in Facebook, VK,
Youtube, Instagram were created.
The greatest potential and currently has the page
on Facebook, which has about 1,72 followers (@
instituterespublica).VK - 888 followers.
In addition, part of the national initiative “Active
Community” is informing the public about the reforms
and successful history of community initiatives through

Informational materials about Institute “Respublica”
appeared in national media such as Ukrainska Pravda,
UNIAN, Ukrinform, RFE/RL, Tyzhnevyk 2000, Gazeta
UA, Voice of Ukraine, Dzerkalo Tyzhnia and others.
Also, coverage of the Institute activities appeared in
news on TV, including such TV channels 24 channel.
Pershyi UA.
In addition, representatives of the Institute were invited
to TV and radio as experts, including 5 channel, 112
channel, Hromadske Radio, Ukrainian Radio, National
Television Company of Ukraine, etc.
Important result of cooperation with media was the
launch of two television projects by our coordinators:

“Nashi Visti” newspaper

“Coffee with the deputy”
(Vinnitsa, “Vita TV”);

Team: Iryna Koval - chief editor; Iryna Makarova
- editor.

“Time of reform”
(Skadovsk, TV-radio campaign “Obriy”).

Within activities Institute “Republica” issues the
newpaper for active citizens “Nashi visti”. In 2016
newspaper came out once a month in 18 towns of
Ukraine. The total number of copies a year - 214 000.
Coordinators have established distribution system
of newspapers, at events during consultations and
“info-hours” meetings with citizens. The newspaper
is also distributed in libraries, cafes, service offices,
offices of Ukrposhta and city councils.

Further activities
In late 2016 representatives of the Institute started
cooperation with the Ministry of Information to
broader the activities to inform citizens about reforms
in Ukraine, in particular, decentralization reform. Now
the sides have developed a Memorandum of cooperation and the plan activities.
In addition, the Institute plans to intensify cooperation with media and inform citizens through social
network and the official website of the organization.

The newspaper has become a source of information
available to citizens about reforms in Ukraine and the
source of successful stories.
The Institute plans to continue publishing the
newspaper in 2017, and to improve the electronic
version (nv.org.ua).
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Organizational
development
Team
In 2016, the Institute actively worked on the development of a team in Kyiv and coordinators in regions.
Earlier this year the organization 8 experts worked in
the head office and 18 coordinators in the regions.
However, at the end of the year, we had already
13 experts in the head office of the organization.
We strengthened the team with the coordinator of
international programs, lawyers, journalists and the
manager of databases.
We also expanded the network of representative
offices in Ukraine, adding 6 new towns and now
we cover 24 towns and villages (22 towns and 2
villages).
More on our team, the head office, and regional
offices on our website - www.inrespublica.org.ua.

Electronic control system in the organization
While expanding the number of representatives in
the regional network, the central team realized the
need to make changes to the collection of information
from the regions, to make the process convenient
for both coordinators, analysts and management
of the organization. It was decided to develop an
electronic reporting system for daily activities reports
of the coordinators that would automatically form for
90% the monthly report from regional coordinators.
For extra motivation, coordinators can evaluate
themselves in the report. For example, if the coordinator held the necessary number of meetings with
citizens or more, as indicated in the activity work,
he receives the highest score. And so on regarding
other indicators of the success of projects
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Annual budget

Our partners

The total budget of the organization in 2016
amounted to 4,252,862 UAH, taking in account
the payouts of the project partners mentioned
above.

We sincerely thank our partner organizations for financial support and assistance in the implementation
of joint projects.

Donors of the organization in 2016 were:
- USAID Fair Justice Project;
- National Democratic Institute (NDI);
- Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation
(BST);
- National Endowment for Democracy (NED);
- Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Ukraine.

Expenditure in 2016:
50% - Wages and taxes (Management
and PR projects, honorariums of 18
experts and coordinators in regions);
35% - conferences, forums, round
tables, training and schools;
9% - Printing (printing brochures,
newspapers,leaflets, etc.);
6% - Administrative expenses (rent,
post services).

The great role to the development of organization was contributed by volunteers. As
previously stated the coordinators of “Active
Community” engaged more than 1,000 people
to our activities.
Our organization is grateful to our partners:
local governments for providing premises,
the materials and technical assistance during
projects implementation.

Change the people to change the country!
Build the civil society together!

st. Revutskogo 44-b, of.65
Kyiv, Ukraine 02140
+38 (097) 394 32 15
+38 (095) 044 76 00
www.inrespublica.org.ua
facebook.com/instituterespublica
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